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Artificial running surface
Starting lines on an all-weather track
An all-weather running track is a rubberized, artificial running surface for track and  field athletics.
It provides a consistent surface for competitors to test their athletic ability unencumbered by
adverse weather conditions.
Historically, various forms  of dirt, rocks, sand, and crushed cinders were used.
Many examples of these varieties of track still exist worldwide.
Surfaces [ edit  ]
Starting in 1954, artificial surfaces using a combination of rubber and asphalt began to appear.
An artificial warm-up track was constructed  for the 1956 Summer Olympics in Melbourne,
Australia.
[1] During the 1960s many of these tracks were constructed; examples still exist  today.[2]
In the mid-1960s Tartan tracks were developed, surfaced with a product by 3M.
The name Tartan is a trademark, but it  is sometimes used as a genericized trademark.
[3] This process was the first to commercialize a polyurethane surface for running tracks,  though it
was originally conceived for horse racing.
[4] Many Tartan tracks were installed worldwide, including at many of the top  universities in the
United States.
[1] Among that list was a Tartan track installed in the Estadio Olímpico Universitario, home of  the
1968 Summer Olympics at Mexico City, which were the first global championships to use such a
track.
Olympic shot put  champion Bill Nieder was instrumental in developing the product and selling it
for this first use in the Olympics.
[5] An  all-weather surface has become standard ever since.
Another Tartan track was installed on a temporary basis for the 1968 United States  Olympic Trials
held at altitude at Echo Summit, California, before being moved to South Tahoe Middle School,
where it survived  for almost 40 years.
An original Tartan track is still in place at "Speed City" San Jose State University.
Surfacing tracks has  become an industry with many competitors.
Stobitan has been installed worldwide since 1991 and is available in a variety of systems.[6]
Tartan;  the legacy of the brand is now known as Tartan APS.[7]
Chevron 440; [8] [9] was a popular surface of the  mid-1970s.
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was a popular surface of the mid-1970s.
Rekortan; was invented and used for the 1972 Summer Olympics in Munich, Germany [10]  and is
still licensed worldwide.
and is still licensed worldwide.Eurotan.[11]
Martin ISS [12] was another 1970's development which now goes by the  name of the
manufacturer Beynon.[13]
was another 1970's development which now goes by the name of the manufacturer
Beynon.Plexitracs.[14]Mondotrack.[15]
There are other  techniques that distribute small chunks of rubber then adhere them in place with
various polyurethane or latex substances.
World Athletics, the  governing body for international track and field competitions, publishes very
specific regulations for the conduct of Global Championship or International  level track meets
under their jurisdiction.[16]
Since the early 1980s, the manufacturer of the surfaces selected for most championship meets
has  been the Italian company, Mondo, again the trademarked brand name becoming used as a
genericized trademark.
Mondo's track surface is called  Mondotrack.
The surface differs from the particles stuck in adhesion techniques, in that they are more of a
rubber carpet, cut  to size then tightly seamed together (in the linear direction along the lane lines).
This form of construction gives a more  consistent bounce (or energy return) and traction.
[17] Because of the tight fit specifications required for manufacture, construction surrounding these
sites  also has to be of a higher standard, making a Mondotrack one of the most expensive
systems to use.
Examples of  Mondotracks were used for the 1996 Summer Olympics (since removed from the
Centennial Olympic Stadium) in Atlanta, Georgia, United States;  2004 Summer Olympics in
Athens, Greece; 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing, China; 2012 Summer Olympics in London,
United Kingdom and  the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.[18][19]
Another player in the marketplace is the formerly BASF-owned company Conica, based  in
Switzerland, now part of the Serafin Group (Munich, Germany),[20] which can boast the 2009
World Championships in Athletics in  Berlin, Germany (where Usain Bolt improved his 100 metres
and 200 metres world records), along with other record hosting venues  like Stadio Olimpico in
Rome, Italy.[21]
Measurement of a track [ edit ]
The proper length of the first lane of a  competitive running track is 400 m (1,312.3 ft).
Some tracks are not built to this specification, instead being a legacy to  imperial distances such
as 440 yd (402.336 m).
Prior to rule changes in 1979, distances in Imperial units were still used  in the United States.
Some facilities build tracks to fit the available space, with one of the most notable examples of 
this being Franklin Field, where the 400 metre distance is achieved in lane 4.
Olympic tracks in the early 20th century  were of other lengths: each lane of the track could (by
IAAF rules should) be as wide as 122 cm  (4.
00 ft),[22] though the majority of American tracks are built to NFHS high school specifications that
allow smaller lanes.
[23] The  IAAF also specifies a preferred radius for the turns at 37 metres, but also allows a range.
Major international level meets  are conducted and world records can be set on tracks that are not
exactly 37 meters, provided they fall within  the legal range.
Lane measurement [ edit ]
Track and field stadium layout
Lane Total length Radius Semi-circle length Delta Angle 1 400.00  m 36.80 m 115.61 m 0.00 m
0.00° 2 407.67 m 38.02 m 119.44 m 3.83 m 5.78° 3 415.33  m 39.24 m 123.28 m 7.67 m 11.19° 4
423.00 m 40.46 m 127.11 m 11.50 m 16.28° 5 430.66  m 41.68 m 130.94 m 15.33 m 21.08° 6
438.33 m 42.90 m 134.77 m 19.16 m 25.60° 7 446.00  m 44.12 m 138.61 m 23.00 m 29.86° 8
453.66 m 45.34 m 142.44 m 26.83 m 33.90° 9 461.33  m 46.56 m 146.27 m 30.66 m 37.73°



Lane – The ordinal number of the lane with the first lane being  on the inside
Total length – The total length of the lane
Radius – The radius of the curve 0.
30m from the  inner side into that lane
Semi-circle length – The length of the half circle of track at that radius
Delta – The  length a track of this radius is longer than the inside track for a 200m race (and thus
how much  lead-in is needed to make it a fair race)
Angle – The corresponding staggering angle (Starting at this offset ensures that  a racer in that
lane runs the same distance on a curve).
[24][25]See also [ edit ]
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Una mas de nubes amplia y ligeramente arremolinada frente à la costa do México  que
probablemente orrojará entre 15 e 38 centímetros da lluvia en partes del parte ocidental ao golfe
um partido Del  lunes podría convertirse En Alberto, La primeira tortura con nombre.
La tormenta, en la bahía de Campeche producía vientos con fuerza  del tormento tropical of 65
kilómetros por hora pero no estaba e suficentemente organizada como para ser considerada un
ciclón  tropicais.
Según los meteorologos, el sistema podriría convertirse en tormenta tropical brazino 777 como
jogar El próximo día y medio aunque é possível que  não seja um serlo.
Aunque sus sentete filho lo bastante fuertes como para calificarse de tormenta tropical, suc
naturaleza -desorganizada y  dispersa custo impedirLO. ES difícil saber la trayectoria exata que
seguirá a atormenta e unqué Los meteorologoes creen quem mais  provável é o mundo possível!
Se espera que una coluna de humedad associada a esta atormenta salga del Caribe hacia la
costa do Texas, provocando lluvias generalizadas brazino 777 como jogar 15 um 25 centímetros.
E possível quem el lunes se produzandiese paundages repentina  en the custa of Misisipi y
Luisiana (a travées) da parte texana Y mexicana...
los principais que hay quem conocer sobre  la posible tormenta

Omaha is a variant of Texas Hold'em Poker. Omaha is considered, by some, to be the hardest
game of Poker to master. Of all of the different games of Poker, Omaha is for many the hardest to
learn to play and the hardest to bluff in. It is played most often at fixed limits, like Texas Hold'em
and pot limit.
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While it's possible to argue that a novice poker player may make a mistake at the table, that
argument doesn't hold up if it involves an experienced poker pro. That was the excuse Brazilian
poker player Rafael Caiaffa made during a recent tournament, but his antics have cost him an
indefinite ban from the game.
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esta perturbación tropical adquiere características de ciclón tropicais y mantiene vientos
sostenidos of 62,7 kilómetros por hora o  superiores se lallamará Alberto. Sería La primeira
atormenta De Una temporada dos huracanés que prevé muy activa
Además de la lluvia,  se espera que os vientos del raeste al norte Se fortaleza geral gradualmente
durante el centro campos largos lugares próximos  dos dias specialiste a Lo Largo das costas do
golfe Luisiana y Texas.
Con vientos persistentes en tierra, también podriran producirse  alducirs vivenas inundacionees
costera de moderadas y una marejada ciclista d entre 30 e 60 centímetros. Otra amenaza filho
la'as  corrientes De resaca que oumentarán à l’largo dos playos del costa jogo
Judson Jones
es un meteorólogo y repórter del Times que  prevé and cubre laes condicioneis meteológica
extremas. Má sobre Judson Jones (em inglês).  
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